
The Wicked Spirit in Highest Place in the Upside Down Deadly Fake World !.
After all,the fatal failure in Oil Civilization had caused triggering ”Operation EndGame” now.
Then we must opt to do(turn the World)or die(in Operation EndGame the final survival one).
Almost world Journalism is ignoring fatal Climate Failure the extinction bomb<APPENDIX-1>
While NWO had to launch preliminary operation EndGame(Covid and Ukraine War,...)
in order to establish ruling by Fake & Fear against people for not becoming rioter.
Now the almost nation leaders are their(NWO)agents the traitor against people.
Especially note in coming climate collapse times,a nation could not save all the nation
people by anymore,which never fail,but would cause social chaos toward regime change.
http://777true.net/The-Cause-of-Covid&the-Ukraine-War-were-Climate-Worsening.pdf
http://777true.net/A-Possible-Worst-Case-Time-Series-toward-Glolal-Extinction.pdf
Now they betted to launch the fake and fear Covid and Ukraine war as operation EndGame.
It is fragile multilevel fakes,which could be defeated by our the unified facts exposing.
However keeping total winning is harder.The necessary tasks for real winning are
summarized in following fig.Unless the counter treatment,the vaccine would cause
outrageous disaster hereafter.<2022/07/05>
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The Wicked Spirit in Highest Place in the Upside Down Deadly Fake World !.
<The Fact of Traitor’s Ruling Nation and the Covid-Ukraine wars>.

[ ] Global Ruling by NWO with Secret Agents.
Climate worsend world would cause the ELITE status unstable,which had caused
unprededented awful world at now by employing the traitor rulings in the world.

[ ] Ruling by the Agent with the Secret Mission.
Each nation people must know the brutal traitor’s nation ruling the agents of NWO,
This is the final chance times to turn the upside down world by the evil NWO.

[ ]:The War Economy Comparison and the Possible Outcome in Ukraine War.
Conclusio at here may be wrong,since Ukraine would be defeated by the less support.
This is too serious for destiny of Ukrainians,Russians,and their neighbourors,but
Don’t spare precious times of now for the details of Ukraine war,but,by anyhow,only
the rapid truce of the Ukraine war is decisive to return normal position for attacking
against the real imminent wars of {CLIMATE,Covid,Foods,and Financial Wars 

[ ] The Summary.

APPENDIX-1:Hidden,but fatal cause of triggering the End Times now is Arctic Desperate
APPENDIX-2:How to cool Arctic and the EARTH !!
APPENDIX-3:Both in the past and now,their insidious ideology never be changed.
APPENDIX-4:The Emperor's family,the weapons smuggler,a sales promotion of

weapons = pulled Japan into the war because of his own money.
APPENDIX-5:Historical Roots of Korean Grudge and the Fact(1910~45).
APPENDIX-6:The Counter Treatment against the Vaccine Sequelae.
APPENDIX-7:Russians, Ukrainians and Jews.
APPENDIX-8:Covid-Ukraine Wars for Establishing “Prison nations”? .
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[ ] Global Ruling by NWO with Secret Agents.
“Entirely denying all visible,but pursue who supremely rule this world in the deep behind”,

......... this is told by “Dr Faust(Goethe)”.
Following are story on NWO with agents the traitors(theatrical actors) against nation
people.At first ,we must know fact on unique and only real our enemy NWO.

“Once Marx called for solidarity of global labor class,while the actual may be upside down,
it is the top elites class ,who are even superficially against with each other at stage before
our eyes,,but make secret collusion for their best benefit in behind our eyes,.
This may be incredible for the almost amateur people,but decisive fact detected also by
author himself.They are the wealthiest(entrepreneur)and royal the hereditary and their
henchmen group.Leading politicians(theatrical actor) with bureaucrat elites,academy
organization(~Novel prize)-established big media(theatrical director),that is,rulers on
political power(congress-military-police),money(goods) and information.

⑴NWO the Satan Ideology<Bilderberg the highest class vs class struggle>
Top hereditary elite who has been surviving for the most long time may be the evil ruler of
this world, They are” wicked spirit in high place(the Bible)”.You must imagine their mind !!!.
Those villains who sit visible top front position to lead nation are mere agent(traitor)by them.
⒜NWO the Satan Ideology<Bilderberg the NWO central>
Joe Biden just now - “There is gonna be a new world order out there and we’ve got to lead it”
https://tocana.jp/2022/03/post_232698_entry.html
Once a person sat the highest position never fail,but be worry on his falling to down world.
This is the supreme evil origin of ill will motive to rule people not becoming against them.
Their supreme stage becomes to conspire depopulation plan(Operation EndGame).
Thus Class Struggle by K.Marx becomes really true(not to make highest position hereditary)
Or it is so called Democracy that demand best leaders must be not hereditary,
but competitive selection one in equal opportunity for all members.
＊Note Jews since era of the Exodus from Egyptian tyranny is none,but the historical class
struggler,so they had become persecuted in European Hereditary Regime for long.
Some of them are compelled villain actors to survive in the extremely persecuting regime.

⒝Operation EndGame(by Bilderberg)
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
*https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1135489/?ref_=tt_rvi_tt_i_1
In End times final survival struggle(op End Game)by NWO is the most important concept.
Some tell it the Great Reset by NWO..
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 US Military Strategy toward Unipolar World(=NWO). 
They are henchmen of NWO.The invisible purpose of the Ukrainian war is to overthrow
Russia,and China toward establishing unipolar world the ultimate fascism ruling.
1992 Draft Defense Planning Guidance(= "DPG Draft")
https://militarist-monitor.org/profile/1992_draft_defense_planning_guidance/
U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP

Western forces behind the situation in Ukraine
https://blog.goo.ne.jp/ns-japan/e/2bd02f62b23c5a2077a03ddc66449179
On the premise that the United States has become the "only superpower," it will crush
countries that are still lacking in subordination, while crushing also potential rivals. Western
Europe, East Asia, the former Soviet Union, and Southwest Asia, Not only do their utmost to
prevent them from growing into rivals, but they also set out the vision "DPG Draft" to control
energy resources and build a new order led by the United States.

Kishida(Japan) administration heading for war with China and Russia
according to US world domination strategy(= "DPG Draft")
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/202206070000/
From 2013 to 2014, a coup d'etat using U.S. maneuvering forces eliminated the pro-Russian
government again.The Kyiv coup government begins a civil war with residents of the eastern
and southern pro Russia regions. The purpose is to invite Russia and overthrow the regime

[ ] Ruling by Agent with The Secret Mission.
⑴Harmful Leader the Traitor.
“Politics of Fear and Fake”is fraudulent and threatening,but not justice and fair, which puts
harmful pressure on nation people.It is tools for traitor against people(democracy).
 Some were compelled to live in extremely absurd environment(racial,ideological,or
religious persecution),they consider something injustice are allowed for their survival.
⒝Some are highest position the exploiter against massive people who fear possible their
status decline by revolution,they consider injustice necessary for their regime conserving.

⑵Prologue:A nation leaders who face toward the evil Axis,but not people? !.
Even during the Soviet era, there was the top leadership’s secret collusion with USA the
connection called Vodka-Cola, , . So, also in modern China, there is a secret collusion
between the top leadership and US, which was made possible by the support of the US <+
minions Japan>.Moreover, in other nations on the earth, there is a secret collusion between
the top of USA and the top leadership of that country.
⁂ Certainly there are anti-USA leaders, and I don't think that all terrestrial nations are under US control,

* Historically, it is a relative story, but there may be local indigenous people and relocated
residents, and the latter is defined as guest race.
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⑶The current British royal family is Hanover family from Germany, not Anglo-Saxon,
however the Saxon came from Germany(continental Europe), some were the anti-Semitic
(the revolutionary race) Nazi Germany in the British royal family during the previous war.
Dutch imperial family His Highness Bernhard, who had a close relationship with NAZI. He
was once the head of Bilderberg, which is composed of the US Emperor Rockefeller
http://www.bilderberg.org/index.htm
and the British imperial family,....etc is the highest of the Satan’s world ruling.
*https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%8F%E3%83%8E%E3%83%BC%E3%83%B4%E3%82%A1%E3%83%BC%E6%9C%9D

*https://bestglitz.com/japan/%E8%8B%B1%E5%9B%BD%E7%8E%8B%E5%AE%A4%E3%81%A8%E3%81%AE%E3%83%8A%E3%83%81%E3

%81%AE%E3%81%A4%E3%81%AA%E3%81%8C%E3%82%8A%E3%83%88%E3%83%83%E3%83%9710/

*https://blog.goo.ne.jp/drmoriwoborder/e/1341a10505a6d24c34254883abfae187

⑷Modern Russia Ruled by the Agent.
⒜"Protocol Zion"caused Modern Worldwide anti-Semitism .
This is Political Conspiracy and Technical Guidance Book for Government Acquisition.
"Protocol of Zion" was presented to Nikolai II and is told to have "tuned direct hatred against
imperial Russia to the Jews." The original story is "Dialogue between Impeccably and
Montesquieu in Hell", and the newspaper "Times" reports the comparison with these,
revealing the forgery. The book is told to have been widely disseminated worldwide and had
a large influence on the modern anti-Semitism.
https://nonkinonki007.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-343.html

⒝The Historical Origin of Jew’s Top Power Keeping in Modern Russia.
Ukrainians, Russians and Belarusians belong to the same race "East Slavs".The region is
struggle history among the"East Slavs",Russian, Ukrainian and Jewish(Khazar).
The tragedy of Russian and Ukrainian Jews.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA4F_ha/a4fhb200.html
By the conversion of Khazar Kingdom to Judaism (799-809?). A "non-Jewish Jewish state"
was born !!.Since then,as result of rejecting assimilation policy, a long history of
discrimination and oppression had begun.An aspect of the Russia revolution was liberation
of Jews who had been suffering by the suppression in the Empire Russia.
☞:It is notable Jews(Khazar)and Ukrainian-Russian are originally the same race.
The Ukraine-Russia war is between originally relatives,also Israel-Palestinian is between
historically friends nations,all of those were secretly conspired by anti-Semitism power?!!.

The revolution and establishing the regime had been secretly being supported by the west
wealthiest power(the connection Vodka-Cola).Even at now Ukraine war, the President of
Ukraine confess Jews, the President of Russia and USA may also relate with Jews, The
story becomes simplified,that is, if the national leader love people, there can do no “the
politics of fake and fear” !!.Even being as Jews,also some of they do fatal mistakes.
http://777true.net/Now-World-Rulers_German&Jew_Elites-in-the-Despair.pdf
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⒞Russia at Now the extremely critical times,
The traitor president had launched non-winable war to destroy own nation and the people?!,
 [ ]:The War Economy Comparison and the Possible Outcome in Ukraine War.
Russian Officers had already Anticipated War Losing with Awful Destiny?!..
⑴Russian officers' Oppose War＆demands Resignation of President Putin(2022-01-31)

⑸Modern Japan Ruled by the Agent of UK & USA,
UK turned Japan to Kingdom nation(1868)from Tokugawa Samurai dictator(with France the
republic power)by employing almost unwell known Koreans sect(Choushu district power),
Since then, they kept military nation untill 1945 to cause becoming colonial nation of USA.

⒜History(the Shortened)toward establishing Korean descendants ruling in Japan.
The Meiji Restoration of monarchy regime(1868)is known as the British conspiracy.
<The biggest rebel against Tokugawa(samurai dictator)is myself, ...... T Grabber>.
He was weapon merchant having imported used firearms from USA after the civil war,
and sold anti Tokugawa power.After all,Tokugawa was defeated to establish kingdom.
The victory of the Russo-Japanese War(1904~5) was by help Rothschild .
<Korekiyo Takahashi the finance minister and Kuhn Loeb & Co of the wartime loan>
Japanese emperor(military general1868-1945)is not native,but emigrant Korean descendant.
This is secret evidence that Japan has been being dominated by Korean descendants.
"Tabuse system" is the beginning of Japan ruling by Koreans with financial Jews.
https://rapt-neo.com/?p=16671
The darkness of the Emperor's family. The darkness of the Japanese Red Cross Society.
The darkness of the Tabuse system. The darkness of a Satan worshiper.
https://rapt-neo.com/?p=16559
It was they who once launched Korea Peninsula invasion(1910~45))which tuned to cause
their grudge today.Japan emperor had forced also to launch war(1941)against USA the not
winnable,which turned Japan the colonial nation of USA still at now<APPENDIX-4,5>.
⒝In the past, author was being worried the political administration of this country "has ill will
against own nation people!".Stupid he recently noticed they are US agent.He opposes
ethnic discrimination,but his intention is class struggle,if the current guest ruling system
continues,coming future would be as miserable because it is malicious plan by the hatred.
⒞The Ruling Fact by the J-Koreans in Japan.
Korean Japanese(=J Koreans)total population is about 1% less,while their ruling in politics
and corporate seem amazingly far more than the population ratio.
In this country Japan is dominated by Koreans,
https://quasimoto4.exblog.jp/31119197/
https://quasimoto2.exblog.jp/239191035/
In recent 2002～2022, 7/9 are the Korean connection JDP(DP) prime ministers !!!.
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⒟The Damned Cultural Aspect of Koreans<APPENDIX-5>..
☞:CIA employ person with hatred as their agent,who were once discriminated in Japan.
Hence the original sin is in haughty Japanese who discriminated Koreans & communists.
However,also they have evident harmful misunderstanding and acts described in following.
Motohiko Izawa says that Japanese grudges and Korean ones are different.
https://www.news-postseven.com/archives/20131121_226437.html?DETAIL
"the traditional deep grudges converted into energy to live" is called "han".
It is fatal grudge caused by that they could not have turned the insulting rule of China for
long time. "The grudge motive force" are ruining both themselves and us Japanese,Note
Tokugawa era had been keeping friendly relation with Korea(Korean communication
delegate history for 200 years).The Korean discrimination by modern native Japanese and
the Korean grudge the fatal must be corrected = repentance .
History of Koreans in Japan
https://www.key-j.net/keyword-history

⒠_The related past topics on  .
Many told the military occupied both Japan & Korea are USA’s dogs,who are strongly ruled
and exploited to cause poor status in life(but not in production).Their situation are quite
common while both has been hating with each other by the positive hate feedback.
The Grudge
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%81%A8
The Fact on the Korea
http://www.ikeda-column.jp/article/14748316.html
K-pop band BTS to meet Biden to discuss Asian inclusion
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/k-pop-band-bts-to-meet-biden-to-discuss-asian-inclusion
Koreans know nothing about the actual role of (K-Japanese)with CIA.
Ruined Japanese politics by the agent ruling with native betrayers
and the revitalization of the three Far East countries
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J51-Strike-Discord-Conspiracy-among
-Far-East-Nations.pdf
Three Comrade Nation Plan
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J79-the-Try-States-Will.pdf

⒡Looking back damages by CIA agents(the ethnic emperor's son in Japan, communist
party henchmen,731 medical society, police-judicial the USA agent,.....black magician?),
also author has serious aftereffect by the damages.They entirely tried to destroy author
brain work .His livelihood environment has been facing trivial?,but perpetual illegal acts
toward invisibly weaken his ability.His connection with acquaints and with money has been
strongly being damaged,which has been intercepting the realizing in his engineering and
political aims.
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⑹Ruling by Communist The Actuality.
⒜Communism
Establishing of a proletariat dictatorship communist nation, the ideal for class struggle (=
democratization)victory,is communist policy.The failure of communism may be
Nationalized Production,which,after all,could not work well without secret capitalists support.
An enterprize the Party initally became poor,which turned to cause their visible and invisible
betraying thereafter<[ ] ⑵>.
⒝The fact on betraying of communists operated by CIA in behind the scenes (A)
Tell to general majority secret members
_ Shii’s JCP(Japan communist party)now is a CIA counter-revolutionary bouncer
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J122-Revolution-in-JCP.pdf
The biggest obstacle is that national and local governments have fallen under their hate
ruling <CIA henchmen>over wide and deep areas <judicial, police, medical .welfare, public
research-education, administrative works, etc>.Currently Japan has been being dominated
by the guest politics + JCP administration. Dentsu is the world's largest advertising agency
who rules commercial media, acting as a CIA agent. Note, if the current guest ruling system
continues, the future will be as miserable because it is malicious and hatred plan.
⒞Fact on the historical Communist Party (B).
In proletarian dictatorship as the result, production did not work well and the top of the
leadership became politics of fear as internal struggle due to people reaction. Massacres
and man-made hunger occurred in Stalin, Mao Zedong, and Pol Pot. Deng Xiaoping (also
Putin), who survived the terror politics, was familiar with it and practiced the capitalist road
policy, production was capitalism, but bureaucratic was communism. Cancer is in the
latter.In fact, class struggle did not end, but it became bureaucratic aristocratic dictatorship.
Xi Jinping General Secretary is hereditary leader,now accelerating advanced electronic
fascism ruling in China without substantial care on coming deadly Climate Collapse.

⒟The Defeat of Materialism Atheism
"The Western world is now orderly by Christianity, if not .....",told by a physicist.
Religion gives people an uniform moral basis, Once also author atheist who found theism as
a scientific conclusion, spontaneously turned to theist.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
However, advocating (old)scientific communism, communists had become atheists.
IF GOD DOES NOT EXIST, EVERYTHING IS PERMITTED – DOSTOEVSKY
Stalin In the past, a Theological student, he turned a communist, and his purge politics killed
10 million Russians. Hitler Nazi Jewish Holocost exceeds 6 million. Cambodian genocide by
Pol Pot (1.5～2million). Mao Zedong,"Great Leap Forward" period (45 million).
There is a loss of morality after Mao Zedong's fierce Cultural Revolution.
Chinese still now unfulfilled their heart !
https://jbpress.ismedia.jp/articles/-/40177
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[ ] The War Economy Comparison and the Possible Outcome.
The aim at here is not anticipating war result,but solving how to rapidly accomplish truce.
Though,author could not solve,however he can show why it is decisively necessary !!
Winning or losing war had already been determined before the war........ Sun Tzu
The Ukraine war is superficially regional,but substantially global between East and West.
Such war is a collision of war economy power especially in long lasting attrition war.
While leading mode on war strategy has another aspect of one man dictator versus expert
group consensus,former could be irrational,while the latter is rational.One man leading
president Putin would destroy own nation at last in the long lasting war ?!.

❶What determine Victory or Defeat in War<strategy,operation,tactics>.
Author could found military analysis on Ukraine-USA-UK side,so following is his guessing.
①To tell from the very origin of this time war,it had become evident that at first USA side
began injustice invasion to the east Ukraine since 2014 to cause 2million refugees of
Russia language Ukrainians to Russia and having trapped Russia into this time war.
②The purpose of USA is defeat Russia by the long time planning with the huge cost.
*someone told Ukraine would become Russia territory by the war due to US-Russia secret collusion.
Then what would become US benefit ??.Ukraine has secret bio-lab of USA,.....

③The War Economy Comparison tells Evident Victory of USA !.
Russia's military spending (65.9B$), the US's (801B$).Chaina(293B$)
https://www.dlri.co.jp/files/ld/186863.pdf
That is,no winning possibility of Russia,hence Russian Military Officer Assembly opposed
the war and demanded the president resignation at 2022 January(click here).
As for nuclear war strategy,maybe Russia has sufficient ability for counter attack against
USA by their limited budget,hence their conventional war force became weaker.
Note nuclear war will never happen due to the military gentlemen secret collusion.
https://wired.jp/2017/09/27/officer-who-saved-the-world/

"Strategy" "Operation" "Tactics" -What kind of ability is needed to win war? What are
the conditions for a "modern master", as explained by a leading military history
researcher? ;Author: Takeshi Oki
https://www.fsight.jp/articles/-/48929
It was these office generals who resulted the victory or defeat of World War II. They devised
and carried out huge plans to mobilize, allocate, and effectively use the resources of
USA-UK, respectively, and demonstrated outstanding war guidance.
Analyzing Russian troops' invasion of Ukraine-A prominent imbalance in purpose,
method and means-Yasuhiro Kawakami, Principal Researcher, Security Research Group
https://www.spf.org/iina/articles/kawakami_03.html
Looking at the early times progress of the Russian invasion in Ukraine, the purpose and
means of the war are conspicuous and there are failures, typically withdrawal after the
invasion of Kyiv and the death of many frontline commanders. Considering the economic
power of the war of USA-UK,... the behind Ukraine, the war is expected to be prolonged.
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❷The War Economy Comparison.
⑴In the long lasting attrition war,Russia would be defeated?!.West has much money!.
As of 2021, Russia's military spending share is only 3.2%(65.9B$), which is close to Japan's
2.6%, which is incomparable to the US's 38.5%(801B$).....Chaina 14.2%(293B$)
https://www.dlri.co.jp/files/ld/186863.pdf

Biden signs $40 billion aid package for Ukraine during trip to Asia, MAY 21 2022
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/21/biden-signs-40-billion-aid-package-for-ukraine-during-trip-to-asia.html

Considering their limited military budget(3.2%),they may have strongly researched and
developed the final nuclear warfare system,but not conventional weapon system?.While,
USA(38.5%) developed also the latter due to their many actual experiences in the long
years past.At this times war,both they never launch A bomb weapon by secret collusion.
USA side has stronger advantage in the weapon production ability in the war of attrition,
*Retired colonel speaks out on Russian TV
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61484222
Ukraine receives additional military assistance from the West ".
Our resources, military-political and military-technical, are limited."

⑵The military morale in the singularity of the strong fake war.
In the 4 months war,many become to indicate rising more war weariness moods in both
nations. As for soldier mobilization ability,both they would become bad due to the mood.
In Ukraine with corrupted the ruling class,many young had escaped own nation by draft
evasion,Ukraine had to employ many foreign mercenary by stronger money.
https://tanakanews.com/220429baud.htm
President Putin may have lunched the military deployment without sufficient careful
preparedness,because some his brain told no thinking of war launching until the war
decision meeting(2/21).The sending soldiers were deceived as military drilling,and the
consequence were told incredibly sloppy<❶❷❸>.The war by Putin is not strict,but
uncertain in the purpose,operation and tactics(many told).
The deadly trio presidents Biden,Putin and Lewinsky are all secret agents who are working
the collusion to last the fake and unmoral war as long as possible?!!!.
At now,also many become to agree the war would last long hereafter<the conspired smoke
screen in the end time world>
 The long lasting war would be fatal to intercept emergent tasks in climate,Covid,foods....
Both Ukrainians and Russians with their friends must recognize their deadly
responsibility for the world people now heading toward global extinction
(Arctic Methane Catastrophe,etc).
It is none,but they who could rapidly cease the war only by their consensus !!
Now yours presidents are working the deadly secret collusion to defeat you,
so you should make collusion to exclude the traitors.
Then you could be hero the world saver !!

https://www.dlri.co.jp/files/ld/186863.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/21/biden-signs-40-billion-aid-package-for-ukraine-during-trip-to-asia.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61484222
https://tanakanews.com/220429baud.htm


❸Dismantling defeated Russia??
⑴Russian officers' Oppose War＆demands Resignation of President Putin(2022-01-31)
The traitor president had launched non-winable war to destroy own nation and the people?!,
Now,their anticipation is almost exactly having realized.........
http://ooc.su/news/obrashhenie_obshherossijskogo_oficerskogo_sobranija_k_prezidentu_i_gra
zhdanam_rossijskoj_federacii/2022-01-31-79?fbclid=IwAR2PimuTHdfkV3OegwLuOajfjYsbBxmi
TWOriThAgNJF-R4rh-NY15DJSLY
⑵Coming Awful Destiny of Russia and then what would become China their friend ?.
In our opinion, the country's leadership, realizing that it is not capable of leading the country
out of the systemic crisis, and this can lead to an uprising of the people and a change of
power in the country, with the support of the oligarchy. Corrupt officials, lured media and
security forces decided to activate the political line for the final destruction Russian
statehood and the extermination of the country's indigenous population。

⑶Retired colonel speaks out on Russian TV
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61484222
Ukraine receives additional military assistance from the West ".
Our resources, military-political and military-technical, are limited."

Putin is "insane" interview with former Russian Prime Minister:June 17, 2022
https://www.afpbb.com/articles/-/3410076
February 21 Security meeting convened by the leadership group. "I realized there was a war,"
Putin seemed no longer considering correctly in a political sense," Kasyanov said.

⑷ Russia Started the War” and Other Fallacies 5/12
https://www.globalresearch.ca/russia-started-war-other-fallacies/5779989
The ultimate goal– as US war planners have candidly admitted– is to “break Russia’s back”,
splinter the country into smaller pieces, topple the government, seize its vast energy
resources, and reduce the population to a permanent state of colonial dependency.
Washington knows that it will not be able to encircle and control China’s explosive growth,
unless it crushes Russia first.

 Macgregor: Washington Wants War To Continue As Long As Possible In Hopes To
Overthrow Putin,March 16, 2022
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/03/16/macgregor_washington_wants_war_to_
continue_as_long_as_possible_in_hopes_to_overthrown_putin.html
Former Defence adviser(Trump presidency)told “the real goal of this entire thing is the
destruction of the Russian state and Vladimir Putin."

http://ooc.su/news/obrashhenie_obshherossijskogo_oficerskogo_sobranija_k_prezidentu_i_grazhdanam_rossijskoj_federacii/2022-01-31-79?fbclid=IwAR2PimuTHdfkV3OegwLuOajfjYsbBxmiTWOriThAgNJF-R4rh-NY15DJSLY
http://ooc.su/news/obrashhenie_obshherossijskogo_oficerskogo_sobranija_k_prezidentu_i_grazhdanam_rossijskoj_federacii/2022-01-31-79?fbclid=IwAR2PimuTHdfkV3OegwLuOajfjYsbBxmiTWOriThAgNJF-R4rh-NY15DJSLY
http://ooc.su/news/obrashhenie_obshherossijskogo_oficerskogo_sobranija_k_prezidentu_i_grazhdanam_rossijskoj_federacii/2022-01-31-79?fbclid=IwAR2PimuTHdfkV3OegwLuOajfjYsbBxmiTWOriThAgNJF-R4rh-NY15DJSLY
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61484222
https://www.afpbb.com/articles/-/3410076
https://www.globalresearch.ca/russia-started-war-other-fallacies/5779989
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/03/16/macgregor_washington_wants_war_to_continue_as_long_as_possible_in_hopes_to_overthrown_putin.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/03/16/macgregor_washington_wants_war_to_continue_as_long_as_possible_in_hopes_to_overthrown_putin.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Macgregor


⑸Russians Want Disappearance of the Politics of Fear!
If the president really love his nation people,politics of fake and fear never happen.
That is,his aim is not there,but another something secret.
Another Russian Tycoon Dies Under Strange Circumstances
https://www.rferl.org/a/lukoil-subbotin-dead-oligarchs/31841615.html
"History of slaughter" carried out by Putin, the world's worst dictator
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/b2793aa4193ccb4e1822cf90eb3f3ff29463d858
Ukrainian civilian deaths after the war are likely to be wrong, but otherwise are...
Sacrifice of anti-Putin journalists ...
https://globe.asahi.com/article/13668764

⑹Condition the Justice for the Rapid Truce !!! 
The military situation in the Ukraine. Jacques Baud<Swiss>
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-military-situation-in-the-ukraine/5778420
We show compassion for the Ukrainian people and the two million refugees. That is fine.
But if we had had a modicum of compassion for the same number of refugees from the
Ukrainian populations of Donbass massacred by their own government and who sought
refuge in Russia for eight years, none of this would probably have happened.

⑺Above all,the evil ally West has been lasting the unprecedented strong fake propaganda
that Russians are outrageously brutal and cruel enough !!.It might be an indication for
coming punishment against Russians?.That is,Russia would be turned defeated and
invaded by the West after ceasing the war in Ukraine in order to dismantling Russia nation?.

GENOCIDE: US-run biolabs in Ukraine have been building bioweapons targeting certain
ethnic groups after harvesting DNA from Russians, March 16, 2022
https://vulms.org/genocide-us-run-biolabs-in-ukraine-have-been-building-bioweapons-target
ing-certain-ethnic-groups-after-harvesting-dna-from-russians/
Russians' DNA taken by foreign agents, Kremlin says,31 October 2017
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-41816857

https://www.rferl.org/a/lukoil-subbotin-dead-oligarchs/31841615.html
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/b2793aa4193ccb4e1822cf90eb3f3ff29463d858
https://globe.asahi.com/article/13668764
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-military-situation-in-the-ukraine/5778420
https://vulms.org/genocide-us-run-biolabs-in-ukraine-have-been-building-bioweapons-targeting-certain-ethnic-groups-after-harvesting-dna-from-russians/
https://vulms.org/genocide-us-run-biolabs-in-ukraine-have-been-building-bioweapons-targeting-certain-ethnic-groups-after-harvesting-dna-from-russians/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-41816857


[５] The Summary(in author’s opinion,but not fact certified).
 The Jewish Tragedy in the World History
Nazis hated Christianity, but instead concerned black magic esoteric Buddhism!
Christianity is due to Jews, and the explanation by Christian priest is simple and logical.
Jewish ethnic religion → World religion
God of justice → God forgiving sin
Judaism makes enemies because of the goodness!, Christianity tried to overcome it,
Good deeds, like evil deeds, cause hatred. - McCaberly-
In an extreme opinion, Christian gospel has only one, error correction = repentance,
In the chaotic now world, leaders are Jewish, bought as villains in US, Russia, Ukraine, and
France.Author's conclusion is that Jews are employed as villains because they lost battle
with Germanic elite center.
http://777true.net/Now-World-Rulers_German&Jew_Elites-in-the-Despair.pdf

 Korean Grudge Culture is Possessed by the Devil,
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J51-Strike-Discord-Conspiracy-among
-Far-East-Nations.pdf
Also Koreans(in Japan,..) are being employed as villains,they lost battle with CIA.
Also Japanese are being employed as slave of USA,they lost battle with CIA.

 Russians could substantially win by going a war strike toward rapid truce ??!!,
Author’s estimation is Russia’s losing war in Ukraine due toWar Economy Comparison.
The hidden Ukraine war purpose of USA is to establish unipolar ruling by destroying Russia
and China in the end times world(operation EndGame).Their plan may be assured in the
technology and finance.Thereby best option at now is Russia’s one sided war abandoning.
Because the war defeated means collapse of President Putin's government, also which
could turn the situation now having become terribly isolated in international relation.
the Second Cold War structure is also dismantled, and new Russia could be started.

⒜Condition the Justice for the Rapid Truce !!! 
The military situation in the Ukraine. Jacques Baud<Swiss>
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-military-situation-in-the-ukraine/5778420
We show compassion for the Ukrainian people and the two million refugees. That is fine. But
if we had had a modicum of compassion for the same number of refugees from the
Ukrainian populations of Donbass massacred by their own government and who sought
refuge in Russia for eight years, none of this would probably have happened.

http://777true.net/Now-World-Rulers_German&Jew_Elites-in-the-Despair.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J51-Strike-Discord-Conspiracy-among-Far-East-Nations.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J51-Strike-Discord-Conspiracy-among-Far-East-Nations.pdf
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-military-situation-in-the-ukraine/5778420


⒝The Final Extinction Bomb in East Siberian Arctic Shelf(ESAS).
Note, Russia also has a natural reserve bomb(ESAS)the ultimate switchless = morally
useless one that can destroy the world toward Global Extinction.Russian scientists know it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx1Jxk6kjbQ
Dr Natalia Shakhova told,It might happen today,it might happen tomorrow !!
5Gt in atmosphere 2012,ESAS contains 100 1000Gt !!About 100times stronger than CO2.
In East Siberian Arctic Shelf ,the seawater temperature rises quickly .At the bottom of the
shallow sea, a huge methane temperature-time bomb now is ticking on,which would attack
first Russian to flame,and then the world would be attacked widely by methane fire storms.
The true world ruin is at there bottom,it is far dangerous than Ukraine fake war! !!
http://777true.net/This-is-the-most-dangerous-zone-against-which-they-are-eager-to-fire.pdf
The world must support coming defeated Russia at this time!, If you don't support, the world
would be ultimately devastated !!  APPENDIX-1,2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx1Jxk6kjbQ
http://777true.net/This-is-the-most-dangerous-zone-against-which-they-are-eager-to-fire.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html


APPENDIX-1:
Hidden,but fatal cause of triggering the End Times now is Arctic Desperate

Once scientists foud Arctic Warming in Positive Feedback,which caused their desperate.
 Ice lid vanishing sea water warming more ice melting ice vanishing ..........
Once having realized the feedback,natural process never stop bursting huge Methane.
Thus climate science society the major power had decided to be silent with politicians.
This decision may be welcome by the Oil Emperor Rockefeller(Exxon Mobil),who has been
strongly interfering climate policy by UN(IPCC).

Note in major climate activity by government and many NGO,the scientists never go out as
top front leader,but they has been being hided in behind not visible for amateur people.
But except few outstanding climate scientists has been warning planetary emergency.
However their opinion never be employed as effective climate policy in politics.
Note CIA do not care on what is told,but what would have been realized !!!

Thus now we have been heading toward Global Extinction( 2040) by warmed massive
methane bursting with global fire storm.
However the scientists had done fatal miss-decision,neglected decisive possibility of Arctic
Cooling Geo Engineering proposed by such AMEG(Arctic Methane Emergency Group2013).
Even as though,the scientists will not declare supporting to them.

Note a mistake in science had caused unprecedented and outrageous hell world of Covid
outbreak and the strong fake Ukraine war,,,,,all of which are mere a somke screen agaisnt
the most dangerous warfare the Climate Worsening toward Global Extinction.

This is a report for final advising toward establishing Geo Saving Technology by gathering
global genius ability and huge fund in approval by unity of global people with truth.
☞:Certainly the problem is unprecedented and outrageous scaling technology,
However each elements are established or highly possible ones.Bet it or Die by no doing !.
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf


APPENDIX-2:How to cool Arctic and the EARTH !!
Another real deadly battle field is at here ESAS,but not Ukraine !!
As a whole,the problem seems too hard,however each problem may be not so by the professional ?!.

By anyhow,release the climate and engineering experts at first,and order the tasks to them !!!

http://777true.net/Climate-the-Emergency-Surgery.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

How to cool the Arctic by John Nissen.December 2011.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
1. SRM (solar radiation management, by increasing albedo to reflect more sunlight back into space)
Marine Cloud Brightening: Prof Stephen Salter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiLE2c-FtC8
It is very feasible,while the ill will not to pay the experiment budget.
Ice Cover Thickening
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Ice-cover-thickening-may-be-conducted-using-a-pump-to-flood-the-ice-left-19-or_fig2_347459864

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
In order to save the world,anything possible must be opted to act.

2. Reduction of (fluid-ice)heat transfer into Arctic
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
This report needs reverification on the data and calculation by 3rd party.

Note author is not the professional,but a volunteer without help on trustable data and theory etc.

That is,this is the deadly responsibility of the researchers at that place !!!

＊Arctic Warming the Heat Debt/year.m2=(～4W/ym2).
In order to recover 10 years before needs 40W repayment(=cooling) by at once.

If cooling accomplish 4w,it could stop at least the warming.

If cooling accomplish 14w,it could recover 20 years before after 10 years later .

Note intercepting strait flow may have ”Double Effect” both for heat input and cool output simultaneously.

+Then,the global reaction must be counted,especially for stopping warmer inflow.

3. TRM (thermal radiation management, by allowing more thermal radiation into space)

ESAS

The Covid in front of us is scary, but even the scientists can not be scared when it comes to

20 years later Earth the Flame Hell.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://777true.net/Climate-the-Emergency-Surgery.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiLE2c-FtC8
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Ice-cover-thickening-may-be-conducted-using-a-pump-to-flood-the-ice-left-19-or_fig2_347459864
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf


APPENDIX-3:Both in the past and now,their insidious ideology never be changed.
It is astonishing enough that this world had become so disastrous merely due to their mind
narrowness.At anytime a small mind(greedy,but not righteous)tyranny,by anyhow, who can
not trust people,but has been thinking of the same totalitarianism exploitation and
suppression against people.This is nothing,but wicked spirit in high place. At now,those
mind has conspired the unprecedented evils.

PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL.(G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Law )
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the service of
the State so that the individual counts but as one among many.Not personal valor alone is
significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal cause.

...."in Jacob Loewenberg (ed.), Hegel: Selections (New York: C.Scribner's Sons,1929), p465.
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
THE GOOD OF WAR.
Hegel told a war prevent people’s laziness and corrupting.

The Top 10 Scariest Things to Come Out of the World Economic Forum (WEF)
https://www.globalresearch.ca/top-10-scariest-things-come-out-wef/5783410
A Theme of Ultimate Control:One theme that runs through WEF’s multiple agendas is control.
“They want to control what we think, where we go, what we say, what we eat, and what we wear,”
The Vigilant Citizen reported, adding:40

Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater
of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world
for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
https://www.globalresearch.ca/top-10-scariest-things-come-out-wef/5783410
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho


APPENDIX-4:The Emperor's family,the weapons smuggler,a sales promotion of
weapons = pulled Japan into the war because of his own money.

http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/archives/202201-1.html
⑴At the end of World War II, the Draper clan William Draper was the highest executive of
the U.S. Department of War.Despite Japan's unconditional surrender to the United States,
he decided to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Drapers massacred citizens of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to test the power of nuclear
weapons. This is because "inferior colored race = Japanese people are annihilated with
nuclear weapons." At the root of this was the racist idea of the Draper clan, which is
common to the Christian fundamentalist church and the Pioneer Foundation run by Draper
(see my manuscript "Atomic Bomb Drops on Hiroshima and Nagasaki"). After the war,
Draper came to Japan as the superior of Douglas MacArthur as the general ruler of Japan,
drafted the Japan-US Security Treaty, permanently stationed the US military in Japan, and
established the Self-Defense Forces. The superficial purpose is to make Japan have an
army as a breakwater to communist China, that is, to make the Chinese Communist Party
army and Japan "wage a war." However, also the Chinese Communist Party Army is an
army raised by the US Army, and the purpose of the Draper was to make fight by the
Chinese Army directly connected to the US Army and the Japanese Self-Defense Forces
directly connected to the US Army, and kill them the Asians with each other. This is to
"reduce inferior Asians = colored races" (山極晃 米戦時情報局 延安報告 日本人民解放連

盟 大月書店 Akira Yamagiwa "Akira Yamagiwa" Report on the Depreciation of the US
Wartime Information Bureau and the Japan People's Liberation Federation "Otsuki Shoten).
This policy of having China and Japan wage war and reducing colored races is still ongoing.

The Draper family runs Dillon Read, a military finance company that buys and sells weapons
and finances the purchase of weapons. Drapers sell weapons to both the Chinese
Communist Party forces and the Self-Defense Forces. Japan and China will go to war to
increase the sales of Draper's weapons. Secretary of Defense Perry during President
Clinton was the president of Dillon.

During World War II, Emperor Hirohito smuggled a large amount of weapons from Draper,
the highest executive of the enemy's Ministry of War, sold them to the Japanese army at a
high price, and saved profits to the Swiss bank. The Emperor and Draper, as a consortium
for arms trafficking, were engaged in the US-Japan war to promote arms sales.

After the war, the first thing Draper did when he came to Japan was "accounts receivable =
collection of unpaid money" for the trafficking of weapons to the emperor. See “Occupation
Army Negotiation Secretary Record" Toyo Keizai Inc.( 渡辺武日記 対占領軍交渉秘録 東洋

経済新報社).

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/archives/202201-1.html


At the end of the war, Draper promised to guarantee the Emperor's life and maintain the
Emperor's system after the war, in response to the Emperor's unconditional surrender and
the begging that he should not execute himself as a war criminal. In exchange, he stipulated
that he would not approve unconditional surrender until the atomic bomb was dropped on
Japan.

The emperor approved the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
advance, and in exchange for that, he obtained an extension of his life and status. The
emperor was saved by himself, and in exchange, he gladly agreed to kill all the citizens of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.This is the secret agreement between the Emperor and Draper,
who are "companies of the same traders and arms trafficking companies."

References:
WH Tucker. The Science and Politics of Racial Reserch. University of Illions Press

⑵"War Economy-Strength Survey against UK-USA"
(Army Akimaru Organization Report) ... by Hiromi Arisawa, Ph.D. in Economics
https://userweb.mnet.ne.jp/akimaru/a-kikan/kikan.htm
The institution was created to carry out the war, but as a result of a survey of the economic
power of UK and USA, it was concluded that there was no chance of winning.
It is the most failure by the top military officers at that times,who had known this decisive
fact.The reason of forcing unwinable war is astonishing following fact⑶.

⑶Revolution is more terrible than defeating war.
...........Konoe Fumimaro the emperor family member at that world war the 2nd times.
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
There is nothing,but this decisive clear fact that the nobility hereditary are entirely worry only
on own status decline.Thanks to that, after the war defeated,Japanese were to be formed
sloppy as they could be miserable in politics due to CIA operation with J-Koreans joining.

https://userweb.mnet.ne.jp/akimaru/a-kikan/kikan.htm
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm


APPENDIX-5:Historical Roots of Korean Grudge and the Fact(1910~45).
"I'm 88 years old. I want to tell you the facts." → "My grandma also said ...
" A neighbor who is confused by the testimonies that come out one after another.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpvxxyA5qPI

I was shocked by the sight of Mr. Lee in Korea as seen by a UK woman! What is the old
Korean truth that "Korea and Her Neighbor" Isabella Bird was surprised at! ??
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xy89CX6pz34
An aspect of Japan annexation of Korea(1910~45)had provided modernization in Korea by
Japanese tax.Before these,the region had been being awfully devastated(poverty)due to the
long years exploitation by China.At that times,also Japan certainly exploited Korean
especially in Japan domestic region.

History of Koreans in Japan
https://www.key-j.net/keyword-history
Very coarsely telling,the era(1910~45)had dual aspects of negative and positive.Now
friendly Taiwanese never so strongly keep accusing the Japanese war sin, who had once
very similar history with Korea .Also author admit the Japanese war criminal very idiotic
allowing to join the world war 2nd.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpvxxyA5qPI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xy89CX6pz34
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APPENDIX-6:The Counter Treatment against the Vaccine Sequelae.
At now there is not large movement on this serious problem due to the decisive established
power of medical authority who has been strongly pushing the global vaccine policy,but will
not admit vaccine sequelae .However it is not that anti-vaccine power is small,but they
would grow as vaccine sequelae become more visible and serious hereafter.

Ivermectin Has ‘Antiviral Effect’ Against Omicron & All Other ‘Mutant Strains’ Of Covid-19
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/ivermectin-has-antiviral-effect-against-omicron-and-all
-other-mutant-strains-covid-19

Musician ASKA shows the effect of ivermectin on vaccine damage,
https://twitter.com/TigerGyroscope/status/1533454706252476416
Taking 1 tablet(12mg)every 2 weeks,2month later, father recovered from "vaccine injury" .....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9qAyt0G-jM
Even in the Covid hell world,there might be a salvation,if so,we never be desperate,but....

Dr. Vladimir Zelenco
"Within a few years, there will be techniques and treatments to restart the immune system."
https://rumble.com/vwwd6f-55257783.html
Those who were shotted the vaccine and worry on the sequelae ,Don’t be despair !!

Video of Dr. Vladimir Zelenco,
https://www.nicovideo.jp/tag/%E3%82%BC%E3%83%96%E3%83%BB%E3%82%BC%E3
%83%AC%E3%83%B3%E3%82%B3
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APPENDIX-7:Russian,Ukrainians and Khazar Jews.
Once remind that world war the 2nd(the holocaust),Palestine-Israel war,and this time Ukraine
war,All of those are commonly related with Jews who has been invisibly,but strongly being
hated by modern anti-Semitism power( NAZIS rooted in the American eugenics power).
Note Russians,Ukrainians and Khazar Jews are originally the same race the East Slabs.
Now all of them altogether are facing outrageous calamities by the evil of West !!!.
Maybe Jews are not hated simply by bio-race,but their outstanding ideology and ability that
may have caused their long lasting grudge and fear. This is authors view on them.
Once outbreak trouble in the region,anytime Ukrainians had encountered terrible war
tragedy and political suppression with large sacrifices. Maybe because they had Jews and
the fertile lands??.The world largest airplane was made in Ukraine.Some told Ukrainian is
crooked,if so it might be due to the vastly crooked history of Ukraine ??.Following are
citations on past good relation between Russian and USA.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/history-they-dont-teach-you-school-us-russia-have-long-hist
ory-collaboration/5781056
The American Prophet Edger Casey on Russia.
https://goaravetisyan.ru/en/udivitelnye-predskazaniya-keisi-o-rossii-edgar-keisi-predskazani
ya-o-rossii/
Even during his lifetime, he considered the Russians the people chosen by God.
This might be true,Jucelino Nóbrega Russian Brazilian the great prophet,Catholic believer.
https://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/
Good deeds, like evil deeds, cause hatred. - McCaberly-
If it is true,also they could be hated in “the upside down world”,

Some Japaneses commonly told Russians as “once having become friendly,they are more
familiar than West Europeans.
https://www.google.com/search?q=%E3%83%AD%E3%82%B7%E3%82%A2%E4%BA%BA%E3%81%A

E%E6%80%A7%E6%A0%BC&oq=%E3%83%AD%E3%82%B7%E3%82%A2%E4%BA%BA%E3%81%A

E&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j0i512j0i433i512j69i61j69i65l2j69i61.16143j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

Following are authors private opinion due to his experience with regard to Russians.
⑴They tend to entirely pursue something deep essential,but sloppy for trivial matters.
*Also Latin people seem to entirely pursue arts supreme,but sloppy for trivial matters.
⑵They are compassionate in friendship, while trying to strongly overwhelm their enemy.
*In Continental Races with many wartime in the past,It may be universal character that they take
good care of their friends, while strongly attacking their enemy.

Simple,but Strong Conclusion:
It is the top world sales point proving that we are really your genuine friend(=trust).
While exposing us being enemy never fail,but cause attack against us(=betray).

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/history-they-dont-teach-you-school-us-russia-have-long-history-collaboration/5781056
https://www.globalresearch.ca/history-they-dont-teach-you-school-us-russia-have-long-history-collaboration/5781056
https://goaravetisyan.ru/en/udivitelnye-predskazaniya-keisi-o-rossii-edgar-keisi-predskazaniya-o-rossii/
https://goaravetisyan.ru/en/udivitelnye-predskazaniya-keisi-o-rossii-edgar-keisi-predskazaniya-o-rossii/
https://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/


APPENDIX-8:Covid-Ukraine Wars for Establishing “Prison nations”? .
Telling conclusion,they fear especially free people,thereby,turning freedom is prisoner.

⑴Their final purpose.
It is evident that the evil axis of NWO caused the war by planned trapping Russia.
Their aim seems destructing both Russia and also their home ground nations West ?!?!.
Imagine their mind,their actual fear may be not only Russia,but also nations at their feet.
Nation people of Russia and China had already be strongly constrained in the regime of
politics of fear,while West had been enjoying freedom for long,which is the most dangerous
enough to turn their regime in coming emergency.
Especially note in coming climate collapse times,a nation could not save all the nation
people by anymore,which never fail,but would cause social chaos toward regime change.

⑵The Anti Revolution toward Politics of Fake and Fear.
By Covid outbreake,the nations for the first time,tried and became politics of fake & fear by
unprecedented global threat of Covid infection explosion. In addition those,the Ukraine war
had caused unintended economic countering due to the strong sanction against Russia.
Above all,the evil ally West has been lasting the unprecedented strong fake propaganda that
Russians are outrageously brutal and cruel enough !!.It may have been necessary to launch
and keep the long time strong sanction against Russia,also which had turned to cause long
time strong suffer(crops,gas,oil,...) to the nations themselves who joined the sanctions.

⑶Keeping bio warfare state,but not nuclear one?.
Now monkeypox has emerged as the 2nd mass destructive bio-bomb? toward the world.
Analysis by the Portuguese National Institute of Health and others revealed that the
current monkeypox virus is a "super mutant" containing a new mutation. Almost a
new species of monkeypox
https://indeep.jp/this-monkeypox-is-hypermutated-virus/

⑷Coming prisoner people nation?.
Following is a prediction on coming prison nation by ultra communism regime.
"Strategic survival in the next pandemic, where 3.2 billion people are infected and
2.17 million people are expected to die?"
https://prepper.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-606.html
Agenda 21's action plan states that the population problem that underlies humanity's biggest
environmental problem is the key issue, ultimately reducing the global population by
85%. (UN Assessment Report)..........The having survibed 15% have to live as slaves of the
World Government in the newly born communism society.In that world, all basic human
rights such as private property, choice of profession, freedom of movement, right to
education, etc. are denied. It's already running.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
https://indeep.jp/this-monkeypox-is-hypermutated-virus/
https://prepper.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-606.html


⑸Rising anti US mood in EU having been damaged both by Covid & Ukraine war.
Especially both USA & UK had concerned to launch Covid & Ukraine war.As times go on,
West Europeans gradually have recognized the fact and become to turn their attitude
towards USA due to their livelihood having become poverty by countering the sanction.
Dr. Ganser speaks on Ukraine-conflict: The other side of truth
https://www.kla.tv/22282
US planned the 2014 Ukraine Maidan Coup toward coming 8 years civil war in Donbass,
Donbass massacred had caused(Russian)Ukrainian two million refugees to Russia........
(Jacques Baud,Swiss).Unless those,the war at this time by Russia never happen.
Now the massive corrupted media has been lasting strong campaign on Russian the devil.
It evidently had revealed the upside down world possessed by the Devil.

⑹In such a extremely suppressed society⑷,it is certain many are to wish regime turning.
Of course the ruler have known it and shall make engineering on ultra prison nation.
Above two articles⑶⑷ are very serious warning, and it's just in line with their wishes.
.............

POST SCRIPT:
Thus again and again,..author must ask himself and global people,why the massive us can
not win against enemy now having clearly revealed !?.Hereafter authors working
environment would be unstable due to his health and money conditions,which might cease
web up loading,so following is authors strong expectations for readers.

“TURN THE DESPAIR TO HOPE !!”
 :A life “without Regret” is told by many,then life end with laughing may be best.
https://www.betterplaceforests.com/blog/articles/15-ways-to-live-life-without-regrets/
“Your purpose” is deeply connected to your fulfillment in life.
Hence,accomplishing something greatest purpose may cause strongest fulfillment not only
you but for all !!.Now the outrageous crisis times may give you the greatest purpose?!!

 :Now is global extinction crisis times with universal deceit in the chaotic mass information
flows.Problem being cause you stress,however which can also raise you up !!
 :Attacking outrageous problem not ordinal,but something extra ordinal is needed.
It is strong imminent motive by facing outrageous problem.The stress hormones excite
your brain work up in order to attack extra ordinal tasks.However it also causes fatigue.
 :Author heard that a mathematician had been challenging big problem for long years,and
at last,he could have derived the solution.However thereafter his mind had become
crippled. Although he would have died with last laughing ?!!.
 :In the ultimate extinction era, laugh and then die, by entirely pursuing big results until

to the point of having become crippled man!

https://www.kla.tv/22282
https://www.betterplaceforests.com/blog/articles/15-ways-to-live-life-without-regrets/

	⑹Ruling by Communist The Actuality.

